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Implementing organizations:
Women Engaged in Action on 1325 (WE Act 1325)
WE Act 1325 is a national network of women from peace,
women and human rights organizations. It helps implement the
Philippine National Action Plan on Women, Peace and Security. It works to advance the meaningful participation of women
in conflict prevention, conflict resolution, peacekeeping and
peacebuilding in the community and national levels through the
localization of the National Action Plan (NAP), active engagement in the peace processes, research and capacity-sharing,
among others. It has 36 member organizations nationwide.
Mothers for Peace (M4P)
Mothers for Peace (M4P) is an organization based in Butuan
City; it works on women’s human rights and supports the peace
processes. It is also involved in human rights and international
humanitarian law campaigns, including the localization of the
Philippine National Action Plan on women, peace and security
(NAP-WPS)
Balay Mindanaw Foundation, Inc. (BMFI)
BMFI is a Mindanao-based and Mindanao-focused non-stock,
non-profit organization. BMFI’s work and its people articulate
a sense of fierce pride for Mindanao and a passion for transforming this poorest and most conflict-torn of the country’s region
into a “balay”, a true home for its peoples – Christians, Muslims
and Lumads (indigenous peoples of Mindanao). It pursues its
visions of “Kaangayan, Kalambuan, Kalinaw sa Mindanaw,
sa Pilipinas, sa Kalibutan” (Equality, Development, Peace for
Mindanao, for the Philippines and for the World) through
peace-building and development work at multiple levels of
intervention from the barangay level to the national and international level.
Alternate Forum for Research in Mindanao, Inc. (AFRIM)
AFRIM is a social research, advocacy, community development,
and communications institution, providing information and
analyses necessary toward forging a sound development framework for Mindanao. Action-oriented, AFRIM is geared toward
disseminating the findings of research through popular forms.
It likewise engages in mainstream policy debate, influencing
media and policymakers in and out of government towards the
promotion of genuine development for Mindanao.
This action research was supported by 			
the Royal Norwegian Embassy, Manila.
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Acronyms
AFP			

Armed Forces of the Philippines

BLGU			

Barangay Local Government Unit

CARHRIHL 		

Comprehensive Agreement on Respect for Human Rights and International Humanitarian Law

CNN 			CPP/NPA/NDF
CPP 			

Communist Party of the Philippines

CSOs 			

Civil Society Organizations

DSWD			

Department of Social Welfare and Development

EWER 			

Early Warning Early Response

FPIC 			

Free, Prior and Informed Consent

GPH			

Government of the Philippines

GRP			

Government of the Republic of the Philippines

HR 			

Human Rights

IHL 			

International Humanitarian Law

IP 			

Indigenous People

IPRA			

Indigenous People’s Rights Act of 1997

JASIG			

Joint Agreement on Safety and Immunity Guarantees

LGUs 			

Local Government Units

NDF 			

National Democratic Front

NPA			

New People’s Army

UNSCR 			

United Nations Security Council Resolution

WE Act 1325 		

Women Engaged in Action on 1325

WWGP 			

Women Working on the Ground for Peace
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INTRODUCTION
What do women affected by armed conflict think about the war going on in their communities? How are they
affected? What are they doing to cope, or address the challenges brought about by these armed conflicts? If they
had the opportunity to speak to members of the armed groups, what will they tell them?
WE Act 1325, in its many years of helping implement the National Action Plan (NAP) on 1325, has heard very
many stories of women affected by armed conflict. We thought it was time to let more people, especially
stakeholders, know of these stories.
From March to August of 2014, WE Act 1325 and its member-partners- Mothers for Peace, Balay Mindanaw and
AFRIM- led a series of consultations attended by non-partisan indigenous women from Agusan, Surigao, Misamis,
Davao, Bukidnon and North Cotabato provinces directly affected by armed conflict between the government and
the National Democratic Front.
The consultation gathered women’s perspectives of the armed conflict, suggestions to reduce armed violence on
the ground, and recommendations in relation to the GPH-NDF peace process. These consultations, participated
in by roughly 150 indigenous women, were also used to share capacities on conflict resolution and mediation;
gender equality and sensitivity; human rights and international humanitarian law; and early warning and early
response so that these women directly affected by the hostilities will have basic skills that may be handy in such
situations.
Thirty of the roughly 150 women consulted were again gathered in September 2015 for a training on gendered
approach to human rights and armed conflict-related violence monitoring, documentation and reporting. Such
training is meant to transform women’s place in armed conflict situations from the stereotypical bystander or victim
to that of an active agent in seeking justice and saving lives.
The perspectives gathered from the consultations, which are often unheard, will be brought to the attention
of parties to hostilities and other stakeholders so that decisions in relation to the armed conflict and the peace
process may be informed by women’s perspectives and lived realities.
Such is also the purpose of this publication-to bring these voices from the ground to the attention of those who
can help turn their suffering around.

Jasmin Nario-Galace
Executive Director, Center for Peace Education, Miriam College
and National Coordinator, WE Act 1325
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I. BACKGROUND
1.1. The Communist Struggle: A Protracted People’s War
The communist struggle in the Philippines started with the re-establishment
of the Communist Party of the Philippines (CPP) as a Maoist party
by literature professor Jose Maria Sison along with other student
revolutionaries in December 19681. Three months after, on 29 March 1969,
its armed wing, the New People’s Army (NPA), was then formed purposely
to wage a “protracted people’s war” (PPW) that aimed to overthrow the
national government and replace it with a “national democratic system
with a socialist perspective”. It is referred to as a “people’s war” because
the struggle is waged by a number of progressive political parties, trade
unions, and other allied groups, under the umbrella organization, the
National Democratic Front (NDF), which was formed in 19732.
According to the CPP/NPA/NDF, collectively referred to as CNN, the
struggle is primarily caused by three basic problems: land-related
problems of the peasants or the small farmers, intervention of the United
States (US) and “bureaucrat capitalism” which is defined as “government
officials who serve the interests of exploitative landlords, capitalists
and imperialists”.3 One of these points was mentioned by the National
Unification Commission report in 1993 which highlighted “poverty and
inequity, poor governance, injustice and exploitation and marginalization
of indigenous cultural communities” as the root causes of the country’s
problems. 4
After the declaration of Martial Law in the Philippines in 1972, many
people joined the NPA due to corruption in the government, lack of land
reform and development in rural communities. But the organization’s
membership declined by 60% in mid 1990s. It allegedly regained its 1,983
mass base level in 1997 and around half of its strength in 2001. In 2011,
the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) reported that the NPA force was
down to around 4,300 from 25,000 combatants during the 1980s.5

1 Ferrer, M. C. (1997). Peace Matters: A Philippine Peace Compendium. Quezon City: UP CIDS
2 Santos, P. V. M. (2010). The Communist Front: Protracted People’s War and Counter-insurgency in
the Philippines. Primed and Purposeful: Armed Groups and Human Security Efforts in the Philippines.
Natura Print, France: Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies
3 Guerrero, A. (1979). Philippine Society and Revolution, 4th ed. Oakland, California: International
Association of Filipino Patriots
4 National Unification Commission. (1993). NUC Report to Pres. Fidel V. Ramos on the Pursuit of a
Comprehensive Peace Process. Quezon City: National Unification Commission.
5 Cal, B. (2012). Lasting peace in Mindanao seen. Zambotimes. Retrieved from http://zambotimes.
com/archives/54083-Lasting-peace-in-Mindanao-seen.html
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1.2. The GPH-NDF Peace Process
The formal peace talks between the NDF and the Government of the
Philippines (GPH), formerly GRP (Government of the Republic of the
Philippines), started in 1986 during the administration of former President
Corazon Aquino. However, the negotiation did not sail smoothly. It was
stalled and intermittently continued. In 1987, the talks collapsed after
the brutal killing of peasants rallying for land reform in Manila6. The NPA
went back to armed struggle and as a response, the Aquino administration
launched a war with the NPA allegedly as advised by the US.
With the new administration of President Fidel V. Ramos establishing a
comprehensive peace process and amnesty, the peace talks resumed
in 1992. That same year, one of the major agreements, The Hague Joint
Declaration, was signed by both Parties. The agreement declared the
continuation of the negotiations, its objectives and agenda. As agreed
by the Parties, the agenda of the talks are, as follow: human rights and
international humanitarian law, socio-economic reforms, political and
constitutional reforms, end of hostilities and disposition of forces. 7 Peace
talks sporadically continued and on 24 February 1992, both Parties
inked another agreement, the Joint Agreement on Safety and Immunity
Guarantees or JASIG. The agreement is aimed at creating an environment
“conducive to free discussion and free movement during the peace
negotiations” through providing safety and immunity guarantees to all the
negotiators of the NDF, its staff, consultants and other personnel. 8
On 16 March 1998, another major agreement was signed. The
Comprehensive Agreement on Respect for Human Rights and International
Humanitarian Law (CARHRIHL) is a landmark agreement which detailed
the finest principles of human rights (HR) and international humanitarian
law (IHL) enshrined in the 1987 Philippine Constitution as well as
various international instruments on HR and IHL. It is the first of the four
substantive agenda agreed by both Parties as stipulated in The Hague
Declaration of 1992.
The peace talks again experienced an impasse during the administration
of former Presidents Joseph Estrada and Gloria Arroyo who both launched
military offensives against the NPA. The negotiations totally collapsed in
2004 when the NPA was listed as among the world’s terrorist organizations
by the US. The Talks resumed only in 2011 during the Presidency of
Benigno Aquino III. However, it was again stalled due to the issue on the
release of the NDF consultants.

6 Office of the Presidential Adviser on the Peace Process. (2011). CPP/NPA/NDF: The Armed Struggle.
Retrieved from http://opapp.gov.ph/cpp-npa-ndf/armed-struggle
7 National Democratic Front of the Philippines. (2006). The GRP-NDFP Peace Negotiations: Major
Written Agreements and Outstanding Issues. Quezon City: NDFP Monitoring Committee
8 Jalandoni, L. (2012). JASIG is a key agreement in the GRP/GPH-NDFP peace negotiations.
Retrieved from http://www.philippinerevolution.net/statements/20120213_jasig-is-a-key-agreement-inthe-grp-gph-ndfp-peace-negotiations
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II. THE WOMEN’S
CONSULTATIONS: OBJECTIVES
AND PROCESS
With calls from civil society organizations for the Government and the
National Democratic Front (NDF) to resume peace negotiations, space was
provided for the continuation of talks even if skirmishes continue between
the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) and the New People’s Army
(NPA).
The women members of the Women Engaged in Action on 1325 (WE Act
1325) have reported hostilities on the ground particularly violations of the
Comprehensive Agreement on Respect for Human Rights and International
Humanitarian Law (CARHRIHL) by both parties in conflict. They have
articulated that women in the community want their voices heard by the
parties and other concerned stakeholders.
It is in this light that the Women Working on the Ground for Peace
(WWGP) Project was conceived. It is meant to give opportunities to
community women to share their perspectives on the armed conflict
through consultations. The WWGP provides updates on the Government
of the Philippines (GPH)-NDF peace process while simultaneously culling
their input on the most pressing issues to be dealt with at the community
level. These consultations aim to gather community women’s voices on
means deemed appropriate in reducing the violence on the ground.
Among the biggest concerns is finding ways by which human rights
violations may be mitigated on both sides. The consultations also provided
a venue where the women from different Mindanao provinces (Agusan
del Norte, Agusan del Sur, Surigao del Norte, Surigao del Sur, Bukidnon,
Misamis Oriental, Compostela Valley, Davao del Sur, Davao del Norte,
Davao Oriental, North Cotabato and from Cagayan de Oro City) enhanced
their capacities on conflict analysis, gender, human rights and international
humanitarian law and early warning and early response. They have also
shared their perspectives on and experiences of the armed conflict,
doable solutions in reducing armed violence on the ground, as well as their
recommendations in relation to the GPH-NDF peace process.
The consultations started with a discussion on the updates of the GPH-NDF
peace process, the United Nations Security Council Resolution (UNSCR)
1325 and the corresponding Philippine National Action Plan, basic
information on the International Humanitarian Law and CARHRIHL and
gender issues in the context of armed conflict.
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In enhancing the women’s capacities, workshops on conflict analysis and
early warning and early response (EWER) were also conducted. During
the workshops, the women mapped out the conflict issues that exist within
their communities. They analysed the identified issues through digging
deep into the root causes of the conflict, the actors involved in the conflict,
and the conflict’s effects on the community, especially among the women.
The women’s particular roles during and after the armed hostilities were
also highlighted.
With regards to the discussion on EWER, the women shared their
traditional practices to EWER and learned the four main steps in EWER, as
follows: 1) Collecting information on the situation using gender sensitive
conflict Early Warning indicators and factors that can trigger minimize
conflict; 2) Identifying or “mapping” key actors and stakeholders, including
those who fuel conflict and those who promote peace; 3) Formulating
best and worst case scenarios and response options; and 4) Planning
effective responses by identifying actions and steps to alleviate tension and
promote the nonviolent resolution of conflict.
The consultation ends with a viewing of the film “Pray the Devil Back
to Hell”, a documentary film showcasing the remarkable story of the
courageous Liberian women who came together in an attempt to demand
a peaceful resolution to the country’s civil war and the continuation
of the stalled peace talks. The group of women, organized by social
worker Leymah Gbowee was composed of Christian and Muslim women.
They came together to stage non-violent protests for peace against the
prominent warlords and the corrupt administration of then Liberian
President Charles Taylor. The group of women, numbering in thousands
and dressed in white t-shirts to symbolize peace, gradually became a
political force against violence and against the Liberian government. The
women’s peaceful means of protests then resulted to the ouster of then
President Charles Taylor and the election of the first female head of state in
Africa, Ellen Johnson Sirleaf. Working together, the women of Liberia were
able to achieve peace in the once conflict affected state and helped bring
to power the country’s first female head of state.
The film viewing was followed by a brief synthesis where the women
shared their views on the issues faced by the Liberian Women, their goals,
the strategies they used tin addressing those issues as well as relate the
struggle to the context of women’s struggles in Mindanao.
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III. THE WOMEN’S
PERSPECTIVES
3.1. Causes of the Conflict
Most of the women stressed that the primary cause of the communist
struggle is the differing ideologies. Each Party to the conflict has its own
principles and perspectives with regards to governance. The communist
group wanted to topple down the current government structure believing
that it is unjust and corrupt. However, as of present, some civilians joined
the NPAs only for their own personal interests such as taking vengeance
against the military, protection of their illegal activities such as illegal drugs
and arms trading, easy money through extortion, among others. One of
the women shared that the NPA is currently divided. She mentioned the
“other NPAs” whom she alleged are responsible for the criminal activities
that are happening in the communities such as hold-ups, theft and kidnapfor- ransom. She further alleged that the community has a notion that the
“other NPAs” are supported by the military because they have not been
arrested despite doing such criminal acts. She once heard them say that
“kasama kami sa NPA, pero ibang grupo” (we are with the NPA, but we are
a different group). She further stated that it is not clear, however, if the NPA
has knowledge of the existence of the group.
Land-related issues trigger some of the armed conflicts. The women
disclosed that land grabbing and the presence of mining activities spark
conflict that escalates into a full blown war involving different armed
groups. In the case of mining, they shared that conflicts usually starts with
the refusal of mining companies to give revolutionary tax to the NPAs,
whom they only know under the code name Dragon. As a result, the NPAs
destroyed and burned their heavy equipment. The mining companies
heavily rely on their private security group in securing its area.
Most of the recruited NPA members come from the rural poor who
had been deprived of government’s basic social services due to the
inaccessibility of the community; either the area is very far or it is not
accessible by any means of transportation. Because of this, people living
in far flung areas usually feel that they have been neglected by the
government. They think that there is an unfair treatment and inequality
in terms of distribution of the government’s social services. Corruption
among government officials is also another significant factor. These feelings
of neglect and injustice convinced the rural poor to take arms against the
government by joining the NPA.
Economic factors also entice civilians to join the NPA and engage in armed
hostilities. The lack of access to government’s livelihood programs, loss of
livelihood and disruption of economic activities after an armed conflict are
perceived as factors that encourage them to join the armed group.
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War viewed as an economic activity also contributes to the persistence
of the conflict. The women emphasized that some people, groups or
organizations are benefiting from the armed conflict through arms trading.
They mentioned about a shadow economy that thrives because of the war.
Lack of access to education, employment and parental guidance also
contribute to the vulnerability of the civilians for NPA recruitment,
especially the youth and the indigenous people (IPs). The usual recruits are
the out-of-school youth and civilians who have been distressed by her/his
unemployment or by poverty itself. Parents’ neglect also make the youth
become an easy target for NPA recruitment.

3.2. Effects of the Conflict on the Community
The armed conflicts between the AFP and the NPA have resulted to various
damages on the civilians’ properties and livelihood. It also caused loss of
lives; physical and emotional harm especially on women, children and the
elderly; and an over-all disruption of the life of families and communities.

“We are having
difficulty because
our livelihoods are
being destroyed…
We are afraid to go to
the fields, even if we
are hungry and have
no food…We are
always afraid because
oftentimes the bullets
do not choose their
target .”

3.2.1. Destruction and loss of properties and livelihood.
One of the most profound effects of the decades-old communist-related
violence is hunger and poverty due to the disruption of people’s livelihood
activities and destruction of their properties. According to women who
were consulted, when war escalates in their communities, they are forced
to vacate their homes and flee for safety. They had to leave their farms,
animals and their harvests because of fear of getting caught in the crossfire.
Their properties such as their residence, farm animals and land are also
greatly affected by the armed conflicts. Some of the women experienced
their houses being burned by either the NPA or the military. Some of them
they lost their farm animals as they were unable to keep them as they were
running for their life during the armed encounters. They also lost their land
as they were unable to go back to their homes for fear of a recurring armed
violence.

3.2.2. Trauma and harassments on civilians
Experiences of armed conflict leave severe trauma on people, especially
the vulnerable groups, the women and children. Women disclosed that
they are traumatized of the actual experience of military encounters and
running for safety. They fear for the possible loss of loved ones as they
can possibly be caught in between crossfires. Women admitted that they
became emotionally and mentally unstable after every armed encounter.
They have difficulties in concentrating on a certain task. They became
anxious and they felt fear that the conflict will recur again. Children on
one hand, experienced post-traumatic anxiety and stress as manifested by
difficulties in sleeping at night and concentrating on their studies.
Civilians were also harassed either by the military or the NPA when
violence flares up. They are tagged as members or spy of the NPAs or spy
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of the military. Women admitted that some husbands were forced to sign
papers by the military admitting that they are NPAs.

3.2.3. Displacement of communities and disruption of families
Most of the women consulted agreed that one of the immediate effects of
armed confrontations between the AFP and the NPA is the displacement of
local communities. Some communities have actually been displaced many
times over to avoid the conflict and save lives.
Displacement usually happens before, during or after armed violence.
According to the women participants, displacement causes many problems
to affected families ranging from lack of basic needs such as food, water,
shelter, medicines to lack of safety and security. Aside from the fact that
relief assistance for displaced families may sometimes come later than
expected, they are also barely enough to sustain the needs of everyone in
the evacuation camps. Thus, the women and their husbands need to find
alternatives in order to feed the family.
Families are disrupted as some members of the family are separated from
their loved ones when violence occurs. Most women claimed that one of
their greatest sources of fear is the separation of their family members,
parents, siblings, husband and children during and after the armed conflict.
Due to panic and fear, sometimes women and family members run aimlessly
to scamper for safety.
Displacement also leads to vulnerability of civilians to diseases. Since there
are no evacuation centers established in the conflict areas, the options
are the gymnasiums, schools and churches. These areas usually provide
an open space for all evacuees: women, men, children, youth and the
elderly. Diseases may spread easily especially if there is no access to health
personnel and services at the evacuation camps.

3.2.4. Hampered education and health services
Another direct effect of the AFP-NPA armed confrontations is the
suspension of classes and cancellation of health services. The women stated
that schools are usually closed during armed conflicts either to protect the
children and teachers from harm or to make the school a shelter for the
evacuees. And if conflict continues for long time, children may lose interest
in their studies and eventually stop schooling.
In rural areas where hospitals are non-existent, communities rely on local/
barangay health centers for medical needs. According to the women,
the delivery of services by the Barangay Health Workers is also hindered
during armed conflicts. For security reasons, their BHWs need not report at
the health center and municipal health personnel’s visits are also cancelled.

3.2.5. Effects on the Indigenous People (IP)
Armed confrontations between the communist groups and the military
usually happen in the ancestral lands of the IPs. The women claimed that
the presence of communist groups in IP’s lands poses threats to the IP’s
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lives and economic activities as the community becomes a target of military
operation. NPA’s presence also limits development as they usually burn
equipment used for infrastructure development in rural areas. IPs also
became vulnerable to harassment, discrimination, human rights violations
by either the NPA or the military.

“We, as women,
often feel helpless
when our husbands
and friends join
the armed conflict.
When they get killed,
we are left with the
responsibility of
taking care of the
family.”

3.3. Effects of the Conflict on Women
Women usually bear the brunt of violent armed conflicts. Its effects on
women go beyond the violence of combat because armed violence is a
burden to women emotionally, mentally, psychologically, physically and
financially.

3.3.1. Emotional and psychological effects
Far beyond the physical harm, the armed conflicts between the NPA and
the military tremendously affect the emotional and psychological state of
women. Women participants shared that they are deeply traumatized by
the actual experience of coming under fire by the armed NPAs and the
military. The said trauma made them mentally and emotionally unstable as
manifested by their being restless, uneasy and nervous. They also became
anxious due to fear of losing loved ones, displacements, separation of
family members which may lead to disruption of family relations and
of children’s education. Women also feared that the armed conflict will
escalate or occur again.
With the deplorable situation at evacuation camps, the women
experienced distress and confusion. Some of them experienced losing the
motivation to take care of their children and losing the capacity to decide
for their families.
One woman-participant disclosed that the armed conflict also led to
increased insecurity among women. She said that when violence flares
up, they feel that they also lose their voices especially in decision-making
processes within the family and in their community.

3.3.2. Gender-based violence
Women affected by the insurgency-related armed conflict are not spared
from various forms of violence against women. A woman participant
shared that she had heard of and witnessed sexual abuses among women
in evacuation camps. Some of them were raped and sexually harassed by
either the military or the NPA. Some of these cases are documented and
filed at the concerned government institutions but oftentimes, these cases
remain unreported and kept in silence.
The women also added that the situation in evacuation camps poses a
threat to women and girls’ safety. Having no privacy both in comfort rooms
and in sleeping quarters, the women become vulnerable to abuses even by
other men-evacuees.
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3.3.3. Economic burden
Aside from taking care of the children and other household chores, the
women-mothers are forced to augment family income as relief goods are
not enough and the family’s livelihood activities are temporarily stopped.
The destruction of family’s livelihood and lack of food supply at the
evacuation camps also add to women’s burden. Hence, some of them
managed to put up a temporary stall where they can sell basic goods to
earn additional income.
Maintaining the health of the family is also another burden for women
affected by the armed conflict. Access to clean water and safe food are
among women’s priorities in the evacuation camps. Women ensure the
family’s health to avoid contagious diseases and malnutrition.

3.4. Roles of Women in Addressing the Armed Conflict
3.4.1. Lead in the awareness raising campaigns
Based on experience, women are effective in disseminating information
to community members. Women participants related that they lead in the
conduct of forums, focus group discussions, symposia and radio programs
with regards to peace and conflict issues, violence against women and
human rights. In cases of armed conflict, there is a need to raise awareness
of the community members on these issues to enable them to prevent,
manage and resolve such cases whenever they happen. They have also
managed to create a system of early warning to inform the community
of an impending conflict escalation through ringing a bell or a gong and
sending messages through mobile phones.
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3.4.2. Coordinate with concerned government agencies and other
organizations
When armed conflict erupts, the women stated that they are usually the
ones who coordinate with concerned government agencies and other
organizations. They contact the Philippine National Police and the local
government officials at the barangay and municipal level for immediate
assistance in terms of providing security and relief goods. The women are
also active in providing information and updates to other organizations
such as the non-government and civic organizations for other forms of
assistance especially in the rehabilitation of affected communities.

3.4.3. Participate in dialogues, consultations and peace negotiations
A number of women participants were involved as facilitators and
mediators in local peace negotiations between the conflicting parties in
their communities. Some of the women have also tried negotiating with the
NPA and the AFP specifically in trying to save equipment from destruction
by the NPA.

3.4.4. Ensuring family’s safety
The primary concern of women during armed conflicts is to keep her family
safe. The women shared that the first thing they do after vacating their
homes is to look for a safer place for their family. They closely watch and
monitor their family members to prevent them from being involved or
affected by the conflict.

3.4.5. Manage evacuation camps
With the nurturing skills of women and mothers, they took the role of
managing evacuation camps particularly in facilitating and addressing the
basic needs of evacuees such as food and medicine. The women narrated
that it is innate in them to take care of the needs of everyone in the
evacuation camp, especially the needs of the children and the elderly. They
have also tried bringing the wounded and sick evacuees to hospitals. They
assisted in the distribution of relief goods and in ensuring sanitation in
order to avoid the spread of diseases.
In line with managing the camps, the women also monitored and
documented important data and incidents. In particular, they initiated
listing down the names of people in evacuation camp and took note of
the situation of the evacuees. There are also women who lead the teams
managing the evacuation camps.

3.4.6. Network and lobby with LGUs and policymakers
At some point, some of the women have linked evacuees to concerned
government agencies and local government units (LGUs) for possible
networking and alliance-building.
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3.5. Views on the GPH-NDF Peace Process
Most of the women expressed frustration with the very slow progress of
the current peace process between the Government and the CNN. To
them, it seemed that the process is “leading us to nowhere”, “it has no
effect”, “it is always stalled” and “it is a waste of peoples’ money” “puro
peace talks pero wala namang nangyayari”. They have observed that the
peace talks had been carried on for many years yet the hostilities on the
ground continue.
But unless both Parties, the GPH and the CNN, show firm commitment and
sincerity, the women cannot be fully hopeful that the peace process will
succeed. However, the women expressed hope that the peace process if
pursued vigorously can help put an end to the armed conflict. The process
will gradually address the problems related the communist struggle. It will
help stop the recruitment of civilians and IP youth by the NPA in remote
communities. Though the peace process is slow, the women have optimism
that the resumption of the peace talks will provide a space for both Parties
to discuss unresolved issues and come up with a negotiated solution to the
most pressing problems on the ground.
Currently, the women feel that both the government and the CNN are “not
serious enough to pursue lasting peace since they are both benefitting
from the status quo.” They also observed that the peace panels from
both Parties are not yet ready to trust one another. They should work
together instead of clinging to their pride. In promoting understanding
and cooperation, the peace panels should show humility and openness
especially during the actual negotiations. Lastly, they should implement
previously signed agreements.
When asked about the issues that the peace panels should discuss during
the peace talks, the women confidently suggested the following:
■■ Long term ceasefire between the NPA and the AFP and eventually end
of ground hostilities
■■ Economic development and delivery of basic social services (health,
education and livelihood) in affected areas
■■ Agreement on common goals and objectives of the Talks
■■ Root causes of the armed conflict and ways of addressing them
■■ Presence of military camps in civilian communities
■■ IP-related issues (IPRA; prohibition of NPA and AFP in ancestral domain
areas, if they needed to enter they must coordinate with the BLGU)
■■ Monitoring and documentation of the implementation of CARHRIHL
and JASIG
■■ Review of the IHL and HR to protect both civilians and combatants
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■■ Serving justice to civilian victims of human rights abuses and armed
conflict
■■ Land-related problems (land grabbing, land tenure, landlessness)
■■ Benefit-sharing from the extraction of minerals and exploitation of
other natural resources
■■ Securing communities
■■ NPA’s extortion activities

3.6. Perceived Solution to the Conflict
3.6.1. Immediate resumption of inclusive peace talks at various levels
All of the women in the consultation asserted that the only nonviolent
solution to the AFP-NPA armed conflict is the peace talks. Both sides should
continue the formal peace process; they should talk and listen to one
another. They should come up with a long term ceasefire agreement that
will put a stop to all of the hostilities on the ground. The peace talks should
dig deep and find durable solutions that address the root causes of the
conflict.
Moreover, the peace talks should not only involve high officials of the
Government and the NDF, but all the stakeholders affected by the conflict
including leaders of IPs, women, local governments, concerned government
agencies, peoples organizations, business groups, civil society, youth and
other groups.
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Community level dialogues in parallel with the high level talks can also be
helpful. Leaders of the LGU may have a dialogue with the NPA groups in
their area and come up with a ceasefire agreement and plans in addressing
the NPA’s specific sentiments, needs and concerns.

3.6.2. Civilians to initiate a call for peace
The civilians from the affected communities should initiate a call to stop
armed hostilities in their area. Someone from the community should lead
and local governments both at the barangay and municipal level should
show support. Local governments have the power and influence to reach
out to the primary conflicting parties.
Organize women at the community level. Women are proven to be
effective in facilitating negotiations and identifying solutions to particular
societal problems.

3.6.3. Sustainable livelihood programs for vulnerable communities
Women related that the poor situation of a family is a significant factor that
motivates civilians to join the NPA. Poverty causes hunger and forces the
youth the stop studying. In addressing this issue, the government should
genuinely implement a sustainable livelihood and education program for
the rural poor. Some examples mentioned by the women are full support
services for agricultural activities and livestock raising. The youth should
also be prioritized in terms of programming since they are the target for
recruitment.

“We hope
government officials
and concerned
leaders will continue
the pursuit of peace
in our country. We,
the people on the
ground, are gravely
affected by what is
happening.”

3.6.4. Access to government’s basic social services
The most vulnerable population in NPA recruitment are those from hardly
reached far flung communities. Women claimed that NPAs are usually
present in areas not reached by the government’s health, education,
housing and other social services. And this inability is exploited by the NPA
in convincing the recruits about the need to revolt against the Government.
One participant shared that access to education, especially in the IP
areas, can be a long term solution in ending the armed struggle. She has
been involved in missionary work reaching out to the NPA groups in a
particular IP community. One of the issues they were confronted with is the
recruitment of IPs to join the NPA. The NPAs even established elementary
schools in partnership with two non-government organizations. The
schools are believed to be “front organizations” for the recruitment and
training of IP children/youth in the armed group.

3.6.5. Public awareness campaign
The Government should implement an advocacy plan to address the
lack of information at the community level. Aside from the conduct of
community discussions, popular education materials like posters, comics,
and brochures containing messages on ending the war can be developed
and displayed in strategic places to raise the awareness of the general
public.
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3.6.6. Improved program for rebel returnees
In enticing NPAs to surrender, Government should come up with a
sustainable livelihood package and mechanisms on providing basic social
services, including protection to the NPAs and their families.

3.6.7. Good governance
Government agencies and local government units should embody good
governance. The women stated that the practice of good governance
improves the delivery of basic social services to communities and
thus discourage people from joining the rebellion. Corruption among
government officials should be stopped so that funds will be properly
channelled to government programs that will gradually address the
poverty on the ground.

3.6.8. Strengthened implementation of laws and agreements
The women stressed that the laws and agreements such as the IHL, IPRA
and CARHRIHL should not only be in paper. The government must ensure
the implementation of the said laws and agreements. Monitoring of its
implementation and charging violators is a must.
All the victims of the armed conflict should also be given what is due to
them according to the law. A comprehensive program on the relief and
rehabilitation, reparation and healing should be in place.

3.6.9. Saying a prayer
As shared by women, in times of doubt and great danger, do not forget to
say a prayer. The issue of the AFP-NPA armed conflict should be included
in everyone’s prayer.

“We are happy that
women are getting
more involved in
the peace process.
As women peace
builders and
mediators, there is
much that we can do.”
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3.7. What Can I Contribute to the Success of the Peace
Process?
Most of the women consulted stated that they can lead in the conduct of
nonviolent activities such as prayer vigil, parade/march and rallies to call
on both Parties to go back to the negotiating table and to show support
to the peace process. As women believe in the power of prayer, they can
mobilize churches to hold prayers for the success of the peace talks.
The women can also unite and organize themselves, particularly the existing
women organizations in the Barangay in conducting awareness campaign
on issues related to the GPH-NDF peace process. As observed during the
focus group discussion, there is lack of information among community
women and men regarding the issue of the communist struggle and the
peace process. They related that if given the chance to talk to the NPAs,
they would like to ask them the following questions: what is their purpose
in joining the armed group, why are they against the government, what do
they really want from the government, what are their sentiments, what are
their plans, why do they collect revolutionary taxes?
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In widening the constituency for the GPH-NDF peace process, there is a
need for a massive information campaign especially at the community level.
There has been little support to this peace process at various levels. At the
community level, women felt the need to conduct a massive information
drive on the issue and at the same time, capacitate the women so that they
can actively participate in the process in whatever ways they can. Some of
them said they are willing to facilitate capacity-building activities among
women in their own communities. This will include interactive discussions
on the GPH-NDF peace process, capacity for conflict mediation and
negotiation and women empowerment. However, in achieving this goal,
the women admitted that they have the warm bodies but lack financial
capacity. Thus, they need financial support from the government and other
funding institutions.

3.8. How Can I Contribute to Achieving Peace in My
Community?
Peace within the family and the community seemed to be an elusive dream
for women affected by the armed conflict. Since they are the ones deeply
affected by the armed conflict, they really want it to end.
Individually, women wanted to contribute to building peace in their own
community by avoiding the spread of gossips and other unreliable issues
that may affect relationships or have detrimental effects on people’s
notions on the AFP or the NPA. They will also actively report conflictrelated incidents to concerned government agencies for proper and
immediate action.
They said they can also be actively involved in local level peace-related
activities. They are willing to participate in seminars, forums, focus group
discussions, trainings and other activities geared towards attaining peace
within the community.

“We women should
be empowered and
should convince our
friends, brothers
and colleagues not
to participate in the
armed conflict.”

They said that they can also engage themselves in the implementation
of government’s peace and development projects on the ground. With
limited financial resources, they agree to share their time and effort
whenever needs arise.
Contribution to peace within the community can also start within the self.
Women stressed that in promoting peace, it should start within the self,
then the family and later on to the community. Showing respect toward
each other’s differences and modelling good character to others are a
few of the specific examples. As they noted “great things come from small
beginnings”.
Being involved in the decision-making processes at the Barangay level is
also another way of contributing to peace. Another is coordinating with
the LGUs regarding peace and development-related issues in order to
promote and maintain peace in the community.
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To gain a deeper understanding on the issue and to learn the “real score”
behind the unending armed confrontations, the women also shared that
they are willing to listen to both sides- the NPA and the AFP. They would
like to know their sentiments, and specific issues and concerns.
Women with leadership skills wanted to initiate activities that will mobilize
funds for women and peace-related activities. As stated, they can tap the
BLGU, Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD) and other
government agencies or write proposal to fund peace activities.
Following the country’s laws and policies implemented at the Barangay
can also be women’s contribution to peace within their communities.
The women may also help the local government in establishing and/or
strengthening existing local peace mechanisms for conflict resolution and
in implementing peace and conflict-related laws such as the IPRA, United
Nations Security Resolution 1325, CARHRIHL, and all Human Rights
related laws.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Women in conflict-affected communities have heavily suffered from
the consequences of armed conflicts between the AFP and the NPA in
Mindanao. In sum, the women have been affected physically, economically
and psychologically. Armed conflicts have resulted to destruction and loss
of lives, livelihood and properties; trauma and harassments; human rights
violations; gender-based violence; and displacements which have led to
the disruption of family ties and inability to access government’s basic
social services. Armed conflicts also contributed to women’s economic
burden as they needed to sustain their family’s day-to-day survival while
taking care of the children and doing household chores.
The community women’s priority concern is their family’s safety and
security, which can be achieved through a long term ceasefire that will put
an end to all forms of hostilities on the ground.
Though women are at the forefront of the armed conflict, they have no
access to information with regards to the conflict issue as manifested by
their long list of questions on why the NPA exists and why the conflict
persists for more than four decades. This also suggests that there is lack
of massive information campaign on the issues, and the whole GPH-NDF
peace process particularly at the community level. A deeper understanding
on the issue is needed to come up with doable solutions in addressing the
root causes of this conflict. This is true for all stakeholders of the conflict,
especially the government and the people or groups who are directly and
indirectly involved in the formal peace talks.
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Since IP communities have become the battleground of the AFP-NPA
armed encounters, there is a need to focus efforts on the IPs. It is clear
that the IP groups want peace and would not want NPA to recruit their
community members nor make their ancestral land a haven for the armed
groups. In the recent past, the number of IP leaders killed as they were
tagged as NPA member or sympathizers or as military agents and assets
had increased. These alarming incidents imply that the IP groups are thus
important stakeholders in the resolution of the armed conflict both at
the informal and formal processes. An inclusive peace process is deemed
necessary in achieving lasting peace in this context.
Lastly, the government as duty bearer is responsible in finding a long
term nonviolent solution to the armed conflict. It has the obligation to
fully deliver basic social services especially to the rural poor who are most
vulnerable to recruitment of various armed groups. It should ensure the
security of civilians particularly in times of armed conflict. The government
should not only keep them safe from harm and human rights violations, but
should also provide them with their basic needs during displacement.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS
5. 1. Government
1) Declare an all-out-peace policy to stop the armed
conflict and make a long-term ceasefire a priority in
the peace talks’ agenda
The women strongly suggest that the national government should
declare an all- out- peace policy as a step toward stopping ground
hostilities. For a couple of decades, the conflict has brought thousands
of deaths, massive destruction on civilians’ livelihood and detrimental
effects on children’s education. As lamented by the women, “our crops
have been destroyed, our children were forced to stop schooling,
we became homeless as our homes were razed to the ground during
armed encounters.” A long term ceasefire with the NPA should also be
one of the priority agenda of the peace talks.

2) Pursue genuine peace talks with the CNN
All the women consulted called for the fast tracking of the stalled
peace talks between the GPH and the NDF. They asked the
government peace panel to deeply understand the unresolved
issues and negotiate with sincerity. Both Parties should commit to
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genuinely implement the signed agreements such as the JASIG and the
CARHRIHL.

3) Conduct a deeper study on the roots of the rebellion
and initiate community-level peace advocacies
As part of understanding the issues deeper, the GPH peace panel
should listen to the sentiments of the NPA, know their specific
issues and concerns and determine why poverty persists in rural
areas particularly those with presence of the NPA. From there, the
government should come up with a comprehensive plan of durable
and doable actions that will gradually address the root causes of the
communist struggle.
Instead of investing more on arms and combat, the government
should conduct or fund local level activities involving community
leaders and all stakeholders such as localized peace talks, monthly
meetings, forums, symposia and focus group discussions on peace and
other emerging development issues affecting the community. Involve
all the BLGU officials, IPs, youth, women, military and possibly, the
NPA, in the said activities.

4) Address proliferation of firearms/ Regulate gun
ownership
Loose firearms in the hands of civilians also worsened the conflict
situation. Thus, women firmly believe that implementing a policy that
will lessen proliferation of loose firearms is a must. The government
should set up a mechanism that will regulate gun ownership, monitor
its circulation so that they are not easily used for illegal activities.

5) Genuinely implement socio-economic programs for
the affected communities
According to the women, access to basic social services helps every
family cope with poverty. The delivery of government’s programs on
health, education and sustainable livelihood helps in discouraging
people in the hinterlands from joining any armed groups. Small farm
holders who are gravely affected by the armed conflict should also be
given adequate assistance.

6) Genuinely implement a sustainable livelihood
programs for the returnees and for the vulnerable
youth
Provide needed assistance especially sustainable livelihood to NPAs
who have returned to the folds of law in order to encourage others to
do the same.
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The women also suggested that government should come up with a
program for the youth that will divert their attention away from joining
any armed groups. The youth, especially the out-of-school, are most
vulnerable to NPA recruitment. The youth who have experienced
abject poverty and have no access to government social services are
easily enticed to join the NPA.

7) Conduct public awareness campaign on the CNN issue
Conduct a public awareness campaign on the insurgency issue,
specifically on the context of the insurgency and why it persists, for
the public to facilitate deeper understanding on the issue. Conduct
monthly dialogues with civilians/communities affected by the armed
conflict to openly discuss relevant and emerging issues.

8) Localized dialogues with NPA groups
Engage in localized dialogues/negotiations with the NPA groups on
the ground. Listen to the NPA’s sentiments and agree on doable
solutions in order to lessen skirmishes on the ground.

9) Programs for the vulnerable youth
Invest on programs for the welfare of the youth who are vulnerable
for recruitment such as the out of school youth, instead of buying arms
and financing the armed conflicts.

5.2. National Democratic Front
1) Pursue genuine peace talks with the Philippine
Government
The stalled peace talks should be resumed as soon as possible.
The women called for the sincerity of the CPP/NPA/NDF (CNN)
in pursuing a negotiated long lasting peace settlement with the
government and the fast tracking of the stalled peace talks.

2) Stop the armed conflict and agree on a long-term
ceasefire
The women strongly suggest that the NDF as the legal front of the
CPP/NPA should also declare an all- out- peace policy to immediately
put a stop on ground hostilities.

3) Respect civilians at all times
The women stressed that the NPA should stay away from their
communities and spare them from atrocities. They should not ask
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community members, particularly the men, to run their errands. They
should not task communities with any roles and responsibilities in
the revolutionary movement. This may endanger their lives as they
become targets of the military; they are suspected as either NPA
members or spies. Moreover, the NPA should not display or bring
firearms when visiting communities or better yet do not enter or pass
by civilian communities. Lastly, they should not use civilians as shield
during armed encounters.

4) Abide by the IHL, Human Rights Laws and the
Indigenous Peoples Rights Act (IPRA)
Respect and protect civilians at all times, especially during times of
armed conflict. The women stressed that the NPA should stay away
from their communities to spare them from violence. They should
not use of high powered firearms. In the case of the IP women, they
asserted that armed groups should respect their Elders, their territory
and follow the Free, Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC) as stated
in the IPRA. They should stop exploiting the IPs and their ancestral
domain.

5) Return to the fold of law
One loud call from women is for NPAs to surrender and return to
their families. As mothers and wives, women know how difficult it is
to raise a family without a husband, and children without a father. The
women also felt how hard it is for a husband and a father to be away
from his wife and children.

6) Coordinate with the BLGUs
To lessen chance encounters, the NPA should coordinate its entry
with the local government leaders or the Elders, in the case of the
IP communities. It should inform the community of any planned or
possible attacks ahead of time to give communities time to evacuate
and find a safer place as well as to save their properties and lives.

7) Engage in localized dialogues/ peace negotiations
There should be community-level dialogues and peace negotiations
between conflicting parties, NPA and the AFP, NPA and BLGUs, NPA
and Tribal leaders, among others. These dialogues can serve as a
platform where community stakeholders can express their sentiments,
clarify issues and concerns and discuss doable solutions. This can
also be a way where petty conflicts can be settled or resolved and
prevented.
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8) Stop extortion activities
Revolutionary taxes are not only collected from big companies, but
even from small-scale sari-sari stores and employed individuals.
Thus, women strongly suggest that the NPA refrain from collecting
revolutionary taxes from businesses and civilians, especially the IPs.
The NPA should not hinder government’s infrastructure development
projects in the community. These projects were cancelled due to high
revolutionary taxes and/or massive damages on the contractor’s heavy
equipment as they were usually burned by the NPA when one refused
to pay revolutionary tax.
The women also ask the NPAs not to ask for food supplies and any
in-kind assistance from civilians. They barely have enough for their
family just to feed more people. They also urged the NPA to stop
maltreating civilians, especially the IPs. They should not be accused or
killed for being affiliated with the military.

9) Stop recruitment of the youth and the IPs
As mothers deeply concerned with the future of their children, the
women urged the NPA to stop recruiting the youth, especially the IP
youth. They are easily convinced to join the armed group especially
the out of school youth; and the IPs unhesitatingly trust other people.

5.3. Security Sector
1) Protect the civilians at all times
In protecting civilians, women suggested that the military should
implement a 101% tolerance of the NPAs to avoid armed encounters.
They should avoid entering NPA areas which has civilian communities
as well. The military should stop its abuses on civilians, especially
when they are drunk because this forced some civilians to join
the NPA. They should stop interrogating and harassing the IPs.
Military detachments should be kept kilometres away from civilian
communities. Avoid “red tagging” or labelling civilians as rebels/
NPA members. Stop recruiting the youth to be part of the military.
Prioritize protection of civilians/ non-combatants especially during
armed conflict. Inform/consult IP leaders upon entering IP areas.

2) Desk for insurgency-related issues and concerns
A desk within the military offices where civilians can report abuses
and other issues and concerns related to the AFP-NPA armed conflict
should be established. Communities have been ravaged many times.
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5.4. Civil Society Groups
The women, in one voice, suggest CSOs to:
1)

Take initiative in engaging both Parties for the immediate resumption
of the peace talks and in pursuing an agreement on a long term
ceasefire on the ground.

2)

Continue implementing activities that advocate for peace, IP and
human rights and women empowerment. Sustain the conduct of
capacity building activities that enable community women to take a
significant role in the resolution of local level conflicts and in peace
and human rights advocacy.

3)

Continue its lobbying efforts geared towards the inclusion of women’s
voices in any peace agreement or peace and security-related
legislations.

4)

Document women’s peace and conflict experiences as well as their
peacebuilding efforts.

5.5. Funding Agencies
The women call on funding agencies to continue to fund peacerelated projects, especially those that advocate for the GPH-NDF
peace process and address the communist struggle as a whole. This
peace process needs support particularly in widening its constituency
and building coalitions and networks. More funding must be poured
in information drive activities, capacity-building and local peace
dialogues and negotiations.
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ANNEX 1
Questions that Guided the Focus Group Discussions
1)

Kung nasa harapan mo ngayon ang gobyerno/ militar, ano ang mensahe mo para sa kanila hinggil sa
armadong tunggalian? If you could talk to the government/military regarding the armed conflict, what would
you say to them?

2)

Kung nasa harapan mo ngayon ang NPA, ano ang mensahe mo para sa kanila hinggil sa armadong tunggalian?
If you could talk with the NPA about the armed conflict, what would you say to them?

3)

Anong nakikita niyong solusyon sa armadong tunggalian? What do you think is the solution to the armed
conflict?

4)

Ano ang tingin mo sa kasalukuyang peace process? Makakatulong kaya ang paguusap ng dalawang panig para
sa kapayapaan? Ano ang gusto niyong pagusapan nila? What do you think of the current peace process? Do
you think the GPH and NPA talking to each other would help lead to peace? What would you like them to
talk about?

5)

Ano ang inyong maitutulong para magtagumpay ang paguusap para sa kapayapaan? What can you
contribute to help ensure the success of the peace talks?

6)

Ano ang inyong maitutulong para makamit ang kapayapaan sa inyong lugar? What can you do to help
achieve peace in your community?
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ANNEX 2
Timeline of the Women Working on the Ground for Peace Workshop Series
2015 March 16-17
Location of participants: Agusan del Norte and Surigao del Norte
No. of participants: 29
Venue of workshop: Butuan City
Local organizer: Mothers for Peace
2015 June 25-26
Location of participants: Agusan del Sur and Surigao del Sur
No. of participants: 31
Venue of workshop: Butuan City
Local organizer: Mothers for Peace
2015 June 30-July 1
Location of participants: Bukidnon, Misamis Oriental and North Cotabato
No. of participants: 40
Venue of workshop: Cagayan de Oro
Local organizer: Balay Mindanaw Foundation, Inc. (BMFI)
2015 July 22-23
Location of participants: Davao del Norte, Davao Oriental and Compostela Valley
No. of participants: 31
Venue of workshop: Davao City
Local organizer: Alternate Forum for Research in Mindanao (AFRIM)
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